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ABSTRACT. Background. Pioneering research of Tomatis led to the introduction of the Audio-Psycho-Phonology (APP), to treat, improve, or remediate severely neurologically impaired individual.

Method. Here we present for the first time independent data on the APP method with auditory evoked potentials and electroencephalographically based brain mapping.

Results. The improvement of these 4 patients by undergoing APP treatment is shown in their listening curves as well as in the results of the EEG based brain maps and the auditory evoked potentials.

Conclusion. 1. APP method seems to be an effective and harmless treatment for patients with severe psychomotor and/or neurological dysfunctions.

2. Auditory evoked potentials and electroencephalographically based brain mapping seems to be an appropriate examination to demonstrate neurological changes after APP therapy.

Besides the presentation of the four cases, a short overview of the method is presented.
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ear is the most sensitive entrance to the central neurological system (i.e., a large part of the brain, the vestibule-cochlear, the vagus and recurrent nerves). The sounds, after filtering, are presented to the two ears by a headphone as well as to the skull by a bone vibrator. In addition to frequency filtering, the various intensities and delays between those components are also adjusted. The processed sounds stem mainly from Mozart concerts and Gregorian chants. Tomatis has developed specific electronics during the past 50 years, which are utilized and further elaborated at Mozart Brain Lab (MBL) in Sint-Truiden, Belgium. Professor Tomatis, a medical specialist in hearing, developed the method and has conducted most of the research to date. He discovered the great psychological and physical influence the ear has on our functioning, communication, learning, language, and speech (Madaule, 1994; Tomatis, 1972, 1989, 1991). His research over many experiments yielded a device called the “Electronic Ear,” which has been successfully applied in therapies all over the world treating more than 25,000 people during the last 30 years, of which about 5,000 were treated in Sint-Truiden. Statistics show long-lasting improvements in about 80% of those treated as obtained from investigations in many institutions; the results are summarized at http://www.tomatis.com.

The replication of the method has been accomplished with groups of children at schools, including placebo groups (Schydlo, 2002; Tomatis, 1991). Independent replication is possible since the introduction, about 12 years ago, of electroencephalographic- (EEG-) based brain mapping at the Atlantis Institute in St.-Truiden, in combination with the Tomatis listening therapy. From the wealth of data available at Sint-Truiden we are presenting only four cases here to illustrate the replication method.

In general, changes because of the therapy are very visible in the measured EEG-brain maps and in the AEPs. They can be correlated with changes in the listening tests and with the observed improvements in the problems of the individual participants. Out of the many thousands of available files, we have selected four participants, each with severe problems. The problems of each participant were reported very difficult or impossible to remediate by common medical or therapeutic methods. The data and background of two participants are described in detail, and two other participants are described more briefly, but all achieved remarkable results. This article ends with general conclusions and recommendations for the treatment of certain pathological cases.

The APP, introduced by Alfred Tomatis, is described extensively elsewhere (Madaule, 1994; Tomatis, 1972, 1989, 1991) along with the history and motivation of its development beginning in 1947 (Tomatis, 1991). Here we summarize the main ingredients of the method, without too much discussion of the underlying arguments. It is a well-known phenomenon that sounds do stimulate our total neurological and physiological system, and in particular hearing organs and the brain with the coordination between the two hemispheres. Also the psychological effects of sound and music are well experienced. Tomatis studied the physiological development of the ear from the first stage of pregnancy forward (e.g., Tomatis, 1981). The many experiments with pregnant women revealed that the fetus reacts to sounds, particularly above 8000 Hz. It appeared that the high tones are transmitted dominantly via the spine and the pelvis of the mother to the body of the fetus, thus via bone conduction. This evidence, and also the high tonus of the muscles directly after birth, indicates the effectiveness of high tones in stimulating the neural system and muscles. The hearing organs of the fetus are fully developed after about the 4th month of pregnancy, in contrast to the rest of the neural system that takes more than 20 years to be fully myelinated. The part of the cochlea near the base, sensitive for the high frequencies, is developed first and is also the most sensitive part. Those observations led Tomatis to acknowledge the central role of the ear in our functioning. Further experiments with singers revealed to Tomatis the strong correlation between hearing and the voice. This enabled him to remediate the voice
stimulation is because of the movements of the ossicles and of the membranes (i.e., the eardrum and the oval and circular membranes, thereby training the relevant muscles of the middle ear). The neurological stimulation concerns among other things the hearing, equilibrium, vagus nerve, recurrent nerves, and the brain. The recurrent nerve for the left ear has a longer pathway to the larynx than for the right ear, which, combined with the localization of the Broca motor center of speech only in the left hemisphere, results in a retardation of speech by about 0.03 sec when the feedback is dominated by the left ear (Tomatis, 1991). This fact and the dominance of the left hemisphere for logic, abstract thinking, language, reading, writing, and calculus stimulated Tomatis to emphasize training of the right ear. The neural stimulation by sound of all organs and muscles of the body is largely accomplished by means of the vagus nerve, which branches from the eardrum and from the outer hearing channel via the spinal marrow to all those peripheries in the body.

The starting point of the therapy is the listening test, which consists of an audiogram, interpreted both physically and psychologically by a trained APP consultant. An ideal curve is given in Figure 1, which according to Tomatis reaches a maximum sensitivity in the communication (speech) region of 1000 to 3000 Hz. This test indicates possible
problems in certain frequency regions in bone and/or air conduction for the left or right hemisphere, respectively. The latter phenomenon is based on the notion that contralateral connections between the ear and the hemispheres are stronger than the ipsilateral ones. A high bone conduction with respect to the air conduction signifies that the participant is dominantly listening to himself or herself, thus living in his or her own world and controlling poorly the communication with his or her surrounding. Localization errors are registered if the wrong ear perceives the sounds. This may signify confusion in orientation and between emotion and rationality. The discrimination between tones, or selectivity, is measured between adjacent frequencies in the listening test. A closed selectivity signifies screening from the outside as a kind of protection. The ear dominance, or laterality, is measured as an indication that the participant is more or less emotionally or rationally oriented.

Based on the results of the listening test, an individualized listening therapy plan is constructed. This includes, in most cases, certain filtered music, the mother’s voice, and the individual’s own voice but always a processing whereby a continuous, but irregular, alteration between filtered low and high tones is provided. The basic sound material is that of Mozart’s concerts, which are known for their great harmony, high rhythm, large density of high frequencies, and universality. Therefore they provide great cortical stimulation. To provide sufficient training of the body coordination Gregorian chants are used because of the low rhythm and quietness. The therapy starts with a passive phase of unfiltered music, followed by highly filtered and again unfiltered music, on both the ears and skull. Particularly for young persons the mother’s voice is also recorded and used in the high-filter situation. The therapy is concluded by an active phase using the client’s own voice with reading and singing. The therapy is executed uniquely in qualified centers with specially developed electronics. Generally, the sounds for the listening therapy are provided in cycles of 5 to 9 days with 2 to 4.5 hr of listening and with two interruptions of 1.5 hr in the latter case. At the beginning of each cycle, a Listening test is conducted to check the changes and to adapt the program. Between the cycles intermissions of at least 4 weeks are planned. The total duration of the therapy depends on the participant’s problems and response to treatment but consists in most cases of at least three cycles.

METHOD

The EEG-Brain Mapping

Many independent neurological investigations indicated that several problems related to language and communication, such as dyslexia, speech, and aphasia, are correlated with the pathology of the left temporal hemisphere (Mason & Mellor, 1984; Pinkerton, Watson, & McClelland, 1989; Tallal, Miller, & Fitch, 1993; Tallal et al., 1996). Relief of those problems was favorably accomplished with auditory stimulation, particularly of the right ear (Merzenich et al., 1996; Tallal et al., 1996). In recent years, auditory-evoked response techniques have been utilized to objectively assess integrity of the central auditory system in children with learning disabilities, autism, and language and attention deficit disorders (Van den Bergh, 1998).

Auditory evoked potentials (AEPs) are measured at the Atlantis Institute with 20 to 30 electrodes on the skull using the International 10–20 System of Electrode Placement. Auditory clicks or tones are presented mostly into the left ear and the measurements are registered (Van den Bergh 1998). The responses are recorded as functions of time in the millisecond regime. In the time domain, the first 10 msec relate to functions of the lower brain stem and are an objective measure of peripheral hearing in very young or uncooperative children. The middle latency (10–50 msec), the long latency (50–100 msec), and the cognitive auditory potentials (100–700 msec) relate to functions of the higher brain stem, the temporal primary cortex, and to the frontal association cortex, respectively. Deviation
of the middle latency potentials from normal patterns is indicative for problems with consciousness and attention mechanisms and for the sampling time of the central auditory system. Language development disorders show up as deviations in the long latency auditory potentials, particularly in the temporal complexes T4 (right) and T3 (left).

With the cognitive auditory potentials, the mental processing mechanisms of the auditory perception (attention mechanisms) are explored. There are 150 tones presented to the participant via headphones. There are 120 tones that are frequent, "standard," and low pitched, and 30 are "rare," high-pitched tones. This test is performed under both the attention (to the rare tones) and nonattention condition. Most important is to measure the different amplitudes (e.g., the one of N200) under those two conditions for a certain individual. Therefore relative amplitude scales are sufficient, particularly when later the measurements are repeated for the same individual with the same adjustments.

An electrical negative response appears 100 msec after the tones (N100) at which time the participant’s attention is directed to the task. The N100 intensity should increase as a function of early selective attention. Two hundred msec after the rare tones, an electrical negative response appears (N200), even when the participant is not attending. This is a measure of automatic discrimination. Three hundred msec after the rare tones, in the attention condition, an electrical positive response appears (P300) and is a measure for controlled meaningful stimulus processing.

Between 500 and 1000 msec after the tones in the attention condition, an electrical negative response appears in the frontal brain areas (late frontal negativity). This is a measure for additional controlled processing of the attending stimuli.

Those cognitive potentials are in many cases disturbed in children with cognitive immaturity, attention deficit disorders, and learning disabilities.

The QEEG data are taken with the same equipment (Sirius, ESAOTE BIOMEDICA). They are processed quantitatively, in contrast to the classical EEG, as to reconstruct a map of responses over the brain surface, called the brain map. The standard "only eyes closed condition" was being used. Neither database nor statistical analysis was used because of the comparison of each case with itself (before and after treatment), which provides a relative indication of the progress. Standard QEEG algorithms were used both in the measurements and analysis. In the frequency domain one usually distinguishes four different regions, that is, Delta ($\delta = 0-4$ c/sec), Theta ($\theta = 4-7$ c/sec), Alpha ($\alpha = 8-12$ c/sec), and Beta ($\beta = 12-30$ c/sec). The brain maps can be constructed for those four frequency regions. For instance, in the case of a poor alertness one observes little $\alpha$ and $\beta$ activity and/or much $\delta$ and $\theta$ activity. For learning and language the activities in the left temporal hemisphere are particularly interesting.

**RESULTS**

We present the data from four individual participants, each exhibiting pathological findings. We verified that no other therapies or treatments were being provided to these four participants during the listening therapy treatment period. Only Participants 2 and 4 had continued to receive some medication after treatment.

**Case 1: Lena**

Lena had a history of retardation in general psychomotor and speech development. She had no conscious contact to the environment, had no orientation with other persons, had autistic tendencies, lived as if in a cocoon, and exhibited extensive retardation of fine and gross motor skills. The pregnancy of the mother was very troubled, with loss of amniotic fluid, bleeding, hospitalization, and medication (e.g., antibiotics). The birth, however, was normal and at the correct gestational time. At an age of 3.5 months Lena was enclosed in a spread pant, to force her to lie on her back for 4 month, thus retarding her early development even more. During the last months of pregnancy the sound transfer of
the mother’s voice had been far from ideal, because of the diminished amniotic fluid and the enforced laying and resting of the mother. The antibiotics influenced negatively the development of the child. The voice of the anxious mother also changed to the low tones, because she was afraid of losing her child.

At Lena’s age 2, a listening therapy started at Atlantis, obviously without listening test; thus therapy was based on the experience of the therapist. The parents showed considerable dedication until Lena was 7 years old with a total of 31 cycles of 5 days, on the average six cycles per year. The first cycle was 12 days with unfiltered Mozart and Gregorian music. Thereafter cycles followed at about 6-week intervals, with the mother’s voice filtered at 8000 Hz, achieving a psychological return to the prenatal phase. During this phase, the participant hears the tones like a fetus in the prenatal phase might have heard, thus roughly above 8000 Hz according to experiments by Tomatis, previously discussed. Slow progress was noticed, first in the vestibule domain (i.e., small movements, thereafter some eye contact and even some alterations between aggression and affection toward the mother). A year later some development progress had occurred: She showed better contact with the external environment. At age 4, the first brain map was obtained (see Figure 2a). This already showed a reasonable ground rhythm in the \( \theta \) range (4.0–7.5 Hz), but almost no activity in the \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) domains, thus little alertness. In the cognitive-auditory cortex activity, a very weak auditory AEP N200 signal (evoked in an auditory oddball paradigm) indicated poor automatic stimulus discrimination.

Lena listened to her mother’s voice and had been provided with a motor tuning of the Electronic Ear to stimulate simultaneously and harmonically the motor and auditory cortex, by exciting particularly the vestibule with low tones and the cochlea with high tones. At age 5, the clinician succeeded for the first time in obtaining a listening test (see Figure 3).

The high bone conduction (red line) is very pronounced, characteristic for children living in their own world. The disorder

---

**FIGURE 2.** Brain maps of Lena during (a) and after the therapy (b). Note. The four maps represent the \( \delta \), \( \theta \), \( \alpha \), and \( \beta \) waves with indicated frequencies. Note that the different scales (vertical color bars), which are slightly larger in case B than in A, indicate relative brain activity (reduced from the electrode voltages) with red high and blue low brain activity.
shows up both at low frequencies, representing the neural vegetative processes; at middle frequencies, thus in communication and the development of speech; and at high frequencies, representing thinking processes. The air conduction results (blue line) follow the same pattern but at a much lower level, indicating poor perception and communication with the outside world, thus little alertness. Such was also observed in the brain map, as indicated by almost the complete absence of alpha activity all over the scalp. The many spatial errors indicate disorientation and confusion. The transfer of sounds by bone conduction in the skull causes the spatial errors from left to right or vice versa and are consistent with the observed absence of alpha activity in the brain map. Further treatments accelerated development, particularly in motor, speech, and coordination, and in the domain of consciousness to open up and interact with the outside world.

Many listening tests and brain maps had recorded changes in the development. The latest listening tests at age 7 demonstrated the great improvement. The small gap now observed between bone and air conduction illustrates the large improvements. This signifies more harmony between the inner and outer world. The balance between low and high frequencies is more positive also. This enables a better coordination between body and spiritual processes, thus a more structural functioning. The air conduction test shows further improved reproduction in the essential speech domain between 1000 and 3000 Hz, particularly of the left ear. The spatial errors also diminished. Indeed, her speech has developed very well. The latest brain map confirmed the improvements (Figure 2b): There was now alpha activity of 8 to 9 Hz, maximal at P4. Also the oddball AEP curves showed considerable improvements. A normal N100 impulse amplitude is measured under the condition of focused alertness. Normal automatic stimulus discrimination is also observed at N200 as well as normal P300 latency time.
and amplitude, which signifies normal, controlled meaningful stimulus processing.

The parents also contributed by their extraordinary perseverance and discipline during the long-lasting therapy. Lena is now at the threshold of a total development consistent with that of other children. Apart from her physical development she seems only 1 year behind as compared to other children of her age in the field of learning abilities and social attitudes as observed by the clinician, by the family doctor and by nurses in the kindergarden.

Case 2: Johanna

Johanna had a history of expressive development aphasia and speech development retardation. She exhibited psychoneurological dysfunction, extensive retarded development, and general disturbance of observation; showed no concentration and extensive speech problems; lived in her own world; and showed no interest in the outside world.

After an early birth (35th week) by cesarean section, her weight was 2.424 g, and she had many severe problems. For instance, a magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scan showed agenesis of the corpus callosum and a CT scan of the skull showed atrophy in the right cerebral and left temporal lobes with large cisterna magna. Other problems occurred afterward, such as cyanosis and hypothenia. From age 4 onward, several EEGs indicated left hemispheric epileptic activity and hypersynchrony. Different medications had been prescribed, such as Opsonat (Sultiam), Sabril, and Frisium, with fluctuating results. The allover pattern had been interpreted in various medical reports as suggestive for the Landau-Kleffner syndrome, characterized by aphasia and bioelectric epileptic paroxysms.

Johanna was provided with therapy for about 2 years, with 37 cycles in total. On February 28, 1996, when she was 5 years old, a first listening test was administered. It showed wild fluctuations and was rather chaotic. In that test the gap between the high bone conduction and the air conduction results as well as the closed selectivity, signified that she was living in her own world, separated from the others. The very weak, irregular, and low air conduction results indicated a distorted perception in all senses, amplified by the closed selectivity. This was particularly the case at low frequencies, up to 1000 Hz, causing a poor vestibule function. As a result her concentration was very weak and she exhibited severe speech problems.

The first EEG-brain maps conducted on July 29, 1996, confirmed the early MRI, CT, and EEG measurements. The large δ activity (1.5–4.0 Hz) with high-power left hemispherical with maximum at P3 and O1 was consistent with an epileptically disturbed trajectory.

The middle latency AEPs (MLAEPs), evoked by pure tones, are plotted in Figure 4. The results shown in Figure 4a, also obtained on July 29, 1996, presents the response after left and right stimulation. The left response was larger than that on the right, consistent with language development disorder. Given are T4 (right temporal; solid line) and T3 (left temporal; broken line) MLAEPs to enable extraction of the Mason asymmetry index, being T4/T3 = T3/T4 = –0.12. Normal would be 0.5 ± 0.5, whereas language development disorder would score –0.25 ± 0.5. This indicated that Johanna’s index was closer to pathology than normal.

Further listening therapy followed for about 2 years with 19 extra cycles. The latest listening test, at age 8 years 6 months, shows a remarkable improvement with rather regular bone and air conduction curves close together, on both left and right sides. The MLAEP amplitudes derived from the EEG data on August 5, 1998, showed a normal pattern with a rather symmetrical response in the right temporal side and the left one (see Figure 4b).

Notwithstanding her slow development and in spite of heavy medications, Johanna has experienced remarkable improvement that has lasted for many years after therapy terminated, as measured by a test at age 12. She is in contact with her surroundings and participates in activities. She speaks better, has good eye contact, plans a lot, and wants
FIGURE 4. Middle latency auditory evoked potentials of Johanna after the beginning (a) and after the therapy (b). Note. The strong asymmetry left-right at the beginning has disappeared after the therapy. In Figure 4a the solid line represents the T4 (right temporal) complex and the broken line the T3 (left temporal) complex after stimulation the left and the right ear. Note that the negative voltage, in microvolt, is plotted upward. In Figure 4b the upper curve represents the T4 complex, the middle one the T3 complex and the lower one the center position C2, all with respect to the same reference. The vertical scale is relative, because it concerns three curves with each positive and negative electrical potentials, but with the same adjustment as in Figure 4a.
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to improve her knowledge. Also her fine motor control has improved.

Case 3: Francis

Francis was born with deficits that resulted in a shortage of oxygen, was autistic, did not talk (analyzed at the University of Louvain), was hyperactive and very aggressive. Had psycho-motor retardation, and exhibiting retardation in language development. Francis was provided with an intensive listening therapy for 1½ years. The first somewhat reliable listening test was obtained on July 12, 1995, and exhibited a large difference between bone and air conduction tests with strong and chaotic irregularities, consistent with the problems of Francis (see Figure 5). Eighteen months later, on January 10, 1997, the test showed large improvements, although the bone conduction results were still too high.

In Figure 6 the EEG-brain mapping data are compared before and after the therapy. The brain map before the therapy (Figure 6) shows an asymmetry in the amplitudes of the MLAEPs with dominance of the left hemisphere. With a stimulus to the left ear the MLAEP response left temporally (T-complex, broken line) was larger than right (solid line), as can be seen typically in language development disorders. Normally this test shows a symmetric T-complex or a
reversed asymmetry (response higher right temporally than left). This imbalance was restored after the therapy, with even a stronger response on the right than the left. The Mason asymmetry index (see Case 2) before the therapy was −0.64, thus compatible with a language development disorder. After the therapy this index was restored to normal.

Francis has experienced great progress in the 1½ years of intensive listening therapy. The boy has become quieter, with more concentration and better speech. He has become markedly alert and interacts with the outside world. These changes have been observed by the clinician and parents and have been documented by his progress in speech and communication with the environment, particularly at school.

Case 4: Ambroise

Ambroise, a boy, showed extensive retardation in general development, was born 1 month too early, and after 1½ months suffered from epileptic attacks; he had fallen on his head at age 2 and it resulted in brain damage, particularly cerebral hemorrhage, affecting predominantly the frontal and left-temporal hemispheres, and he exhibited behavior that was chaotic, as he was difficult to manage.

Because of his age of 2, no listening tests could be obtained. The first EEG-brain mapping taken at the start of the therapy shows a very slow base rhythm of 2 to 5 c/sec sec in the δ domain, with a maximum in the posterior region and with a certain dominance at the left side, at F3, T3, and T5 (see Figure 7).

The oddball paradigm AEP lacks the essential N100, N200, and P300 structures, indicating serious auditory perception troubles. After the first cycle of 14 days, several 6-day cycles about 6 weeks apart continued for the rest of 2003. He reacted very well and showed important improvements, particularly in the movements of his legs, arms, and hands. He even started babbling. The improvement is also seen in the EEG taken at the end of 2003 (see Figure 7b). There appeared to be more harmony in the δ domain. There are no epileptic tendencies anymore, and the drug Epitomax was being
FIGURE 6. Middle latency auditory evoked potentials and brain maps of Francis before (a) and after the therapy (b). Note. The solid line represents the T4 complex and the broken line the T3 complex. The T complexes are measured as a sum of the P100, N100, P200, and N200 intensities, shortly indicated by P1-N1-P2-N2. Note that in the brain map the blue color represents electrical negative voltage, thus high brain activity and the red color electrical positive voltage, thus low brain activity, as opposed to the color indications in Figures 2 and 7.
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Normally symmetric or R(T4)=L(T3) with simple stimuli
L(T3)>R(T4) is language developmental disorder (LDD).
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FIGURE 7. Brain maps of Ambroise before (a) and after the therapy (b). Note. There are different scales in the maps a and b, being a factor of 2.8 larger in case b, indicate relative brain activity (deduced from the electrode voltages) with red high and blue low brain activity.
diminished. The oddball paradigm AEPs now weakly showed the responses of N200 (automatic discrimination of stimuli) and P300 (conscious perceptual discrimination).

Ambroise has experienced great progress in only 6 months of listening therapy. It was recommended that intensive therapy continued for about 6 to 9 weeks.

**DISCUSSION**

These four participants are only a small selection out of many thousands of clients treated successfully. Earlier treatments are documented less well, because the EEG-brain mapping has been operational at the Atlantis and MBL institutes only during the last decade. Numerous brain maps and letters by parents, schools, and medical doctors support the remarkable improvements obtained over a wide spectrum of development disorders. These data suggest that the results reported here are not isolated incidents but rather common in numerous cases.

It can be concluded that the listening tests were consistent with the EEG-brain-map data, thus independently correlating the results of those tests. In most cases attention and concentration problems were observed during the listening test by the high and often descending bone conduction results at low frequencies with respect to the air conduction test results. This correlated strongly with large δ activity frontal and prefrontal and with the absence or weak α activity, mostly occipital, in the corresponding brain maps and with weak N200 and P300 amplitudes in the oddball paradigm AEPs, both indicating little alertness. After the listening therapy those aspects were improved in the listening tests, as well as in the brain maps and AEPs. Generally a correlation was also observed in the case of language disorders between the diminished sensitivity in the middle frequency region of about 1000 to 3000 Hz in the listening tests and the diminished activity at the temporal lobes in the brain maps. Therefore, listening tests can be used as reliable evidence to support the results of the listening therapy.

The four cases reported here concern very severe disorders and required relatively long and intensive treatments. Less severe but still uncomfortable disabilities in communication, concentration, dyslexia, speech, and language have been treated successfully with a year of listening therapy. It is essential that the therapy be administered by well-trained consultants in a location with the appropriate equipment because of the specific adjustments that need to be made in the special electronic apparatus and because continuous observation of the reactions of the clients is needed.
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